ACHIEVE SECURITY COMPLIANCE WITH
FEWER DEDICATED RESOURCES
The traditional approach to achieve and maintain compliance is “tools only”. This is often because compliance projects are a second
(or third) job for IT staff. The constantly shifting landscape of compliance rules, regulations, and security threats, however, demand
that the compliance function have access to expert and skilled resources to enable the appropriate identification, management, and
mitigation of security and compliance risks as they arise.
Instead of focusing solely on security tools to achieve compliance, Alert Logic takes a more effective and sustainable approach that
leverages a combination of technology and expertise.
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By adopting a “tools + people” approach to gather threat intelligence and provide a human response to data security and protection
issues, you can stay one step ahead of evolving compliance requirements, regulations, and standards without incurring the high
costs of upgrading internal systems or hiring in-house security staff.
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COMPLIANCE SHOULDN’T KEEP YOU UP AT NIGHT
Alert Logic has an army of cyber threat researchers on your side, creating the cutting-edge security data necessary to
protect your organization against the latest threats and maintain compliance. We provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance and reporting grounded in leading practices to maintain your compliance over time
Help from security personnel and compliance experts to make compliance easy
Data scientists in our advanced SOC operations department who develop and train algorithms to detect
advanced, multi-stage threats
Security researchers who replicate attacks to test how to better prevent, detect, and remediate
Security content developers to test, implement, and continuously improve detection and blocking logic such as
signatures and rules
Threat intelligence analysts who actively look for changes in the attack landscape

GET COMPLIANCE PEACE OF MIND
We can help you achieve compliance across multiple compliance requirements while improving your audit preparation.
This means you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advance your compliance program in record time
Quickly understand the state of compliance without hiring new staff
Reduce your risk with an improved security posture, reduced attack surface, and lower risk of data breach
Protect customer data from network and OWASP Top 10 attacks with web application scanning, a robust
vulnerability library, and access to security consultants 24/7 to keep data safe
Prepare for audits, anytime with audit-ready reporting that helps IT staff stay one step ahead of requirements,
mandates, and auditors
Free up resources and implement compliance best practices with informed advice and remediation steps from
our compliance experts

A “tools + people” approach provides a superior defense against cyberthreats and brings increased peace of mind to
businesses that struggle to find or dedicate staff to compliance projects. It’s almost like having a virtual governance,
risk, and compliance (GRC) resource without having to build and operate a GRC department from the ground up. We’ve
rolled out this approach with thousands of clients since 2002. Alert Logic researchers and security analysts deliver threat
intelligence and expert response—acting as an extension of clients’ IT teams that help organizations determine which
security controls apply across multiple compliance projects.

CONTACT US TO LEARN HOW WE CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE
COMPLIANCE PEACE OF MIND.
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